Summer 2005 SRO Research Projects (formerly ROME)

- Professors Patrick Bayer and Fabian Lange, “The Location Decision of Firms and Workers”
  Award: Nathan Huttner ’06
- Professors Irene Brambilla and Peter Schott, “Multifiber Trade Agreements and Quality of U.S. Imports”
  Award: Milosz Gudzowski ’06
- Professor Hanming Fang, “Understanding the Contributions of Changing College Major Choices on the College Wage Premium, Black-White and Gender Wage Gaps”
  Award: Ahmed Makani ‘07
- Professors Hanming Fang and Michael Keane, “Estimating the Returns to Noncognitive Skill Investments”
  Award: Stephen Yu ‘07
- Professor Koichi Hamada, “The Impact of the Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU) on Economic Efficiency and Countries Appealing Behavior”
  Award: Dongyung Park ‘06
- Professor Nathaniel Keohane, “How Suitable is Market-Based Environmental Regulation for Mercury Pollution?”
  Award: Linda Shen ‘06
- Professors Sharon Oster and Ray Fair, “(1) Discrimination, Employment Restriction and Efficiency and (2) College Endowment Spending”
  Award: Mitchell Hoffman ‘07
- Professor Rohini Pande, “Political Economy of Development: Evidence from India”
  Award: Sarah Goff ‘06
- Professor Martin Shubik, “The Financing of Terrorist Organizations”
  Award: Aaron Zelinksy ‘06
- Professor Tony Smith, “Risk and Return in Professional Golf”
  Award: Adam Clark-Joseph ‘07
- Professor Ebonya Washington, “The Impact of Felon Disenfranchisement Laws on Turnout, Elect”
  Award: Anna Peterson ’06
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